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Architects: Benny Jepsen and Kristoffer Tejlgaard

SØREN KIERKEGAARDS PLADS
– THE CITY’S NEW CULTURAL SPACE
When DOME OF VISIONS arrives at
Søren Kierkegaards Plads, it will help
open the site’s future as a new cultural
venue in Copenhagen. Most Copenhageners and Danes know “The Black
Diamond,” the Royal Library, and
many take advantage of its cultural offerings. But Søren Kierkegaards Plads,
between the Diamond and Langebro
is not an urban space that invites
people to linger or enjoy outdoor cultural experiences. That will change in
2017, when the Brewery Site Project,
with the new Danish Architecture Centre (DAC), is completed and gives the
space a new setting. Søren Kierkegaards Plads can have a new role as a
cultural meeting place by the harbour,

with room for people to have many
more cultural experiences in the open
air - and just enjoy Copenhagen life
by the water. DOME OF VISIONS, by
virtue of its partnership with The Royal
Library, the City of Copenhagen and
the Danish Architecture Centre, will
help test how the space can be better
used for cultural events and become a
vibrant urban meeting place.
Visit the Black Diamond at
www.kb.dk/en/
Read more about the Brewery Site
Project at
www.bryghusprojektet.dk/english
Read more about the new DAC at
www.dac.dk/en

A GREEN BUBBLE
DOME OF VISIONS is a domeshaped greenhouse the height of a
three-storey house. The dome puts
focus on sustainable construction,
urban life, architecture and new ways
of working together. The dome is transparent. Inside is a two-storey house,
shielded from wind and rain, surrounded by fragrant trees and plants.
Copenhagen was awarded the EU’s
prestigious European Green Capital
Award 2014 and will put the city
on the world map with the Sharing
Copenhagen 2014 project.

EXPERIMENT 1:1
DOME OF VISIONS is about action
over talk, and is aimed at reaping new
knowledge and experience in alternative designs, materials and ways of
working together. At the same time,
the Dome will show the way to new
visions, by being the setting for conferences and debates about the sustainable cities and buildings of the future.

THE CITY’S
”MIDDLE” SPACES
NCC, the project sponsor, finds in
DOME OF VISIONS inspiration for
new ways to reside, build and live.
The Dome is also an example of
how a city’s many “middle” spaces
(building sites, plazas and parks)
can supplemented with a temporary,
unusual and vibrant life.
DOME OF VISIONS will stand at
Søren Kierkegaards Plads until 1
April 2015.

DOME OF VISIONS builds on
the ideas of the American futurist and architect, Buckminster
Fuller (1895-1983). He studied
minimalist construction in which
the geodesic dome is used as
an outer façade. He dubbed the
earth “Spaceship Earth” and
developed sustainable solutions
decades before that concept
became entered public debate.

